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Since he started receiving 
support from Li-Ve 
Tasmania in August 2020, 
Travis has studied for his  
L plates and passed. 

“I have many more goals for 
myself,” Travis said. 

“I want to get my P plates and do a 
motorcycle mechanic course so I can 
join the workforce.” 

With support worker, Ella Pasanen, 
Travis has applied for free driving 
lessons. He hopes these will be close 
to his home with a regular driving 
instructor. He’s already had several 
lessons with Ella cheering him on  
from the back seat.

“I think I’m a pretty good driver,”  
Travis said. 

“I started with laps around the park 
until I was ready to move up to driving 
on the highway. There are just a few 
more skills I need to improve while 
I’m clocking up my hours behind the 
wheel. Once I’m really confident in an 
automatic, my Mum’s lined up to teach 
me to drive a manual.

“I would love 
to move out of 
home into my 
own place after 

I get my P plates.  
Having my licence 

will make me more 
independent and it will 

mean I can go and visit friends without 
having to take the bus.”

When he does get a place of his 
own, Travis will eat well. He and Ella 
have been attending the New Norfolk 
Community House where Travis 
practices cooking dishes to take 
home for his family. Next on his list is 
learning to cook spaghetti Bolognese 
and some slow cooker meals.

Ella said Travis had achieved so much 
since they’d been working together. 

“When we first met, I’d make 
suggestions about things we could do, 
and he was pretty hesitant. Talking to 
strangers to apply for a bank card or 
buy a wallet was challenging,” she said. 

“Now, when I turn up, he always has 
a list of things he wants to work on 

together, whether it’s cooking, getting 
the TV repaired or paying his bills.

“Tracking progress towards his goals 
and knowing there’s time set aside 
each week for specific tasks has built 
Travis’ enthusiasm and helped him 
stay focused.

“We have a good relationship because 
we’re both pretty relaxed and we 
share a similar sense of humour. It’s 
nice that we can just be ourselves and 
have a laugh when we’re together. 

“I’m really excited for Travis and  
looking forward to seeing him achieve 
his dreams and goals for the future,” 
Ella said.

‘We get along good,” Travis said. 

“I know I’m more confident now.”

Travis has more big plans for his future.

Once he’s an experienced driver, he’s 
considering working towards a truck 
licence, and a career in trucking, in the 
long-term.

“Since August when Ella started 
supporting me, I have felt more 
confident in myself and I feel like I’ve got 
a clear plan for my future,” Travis said.
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‘We base your 
support around 
your goals, break 
each goal into 
manageable steps, 
and help you track 
your progress.’

Visit www.livetasmania.org

Travis received support 
from Li-Ve Tasmania  
to successfully pass his  
L plates exam.
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